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SYNTHESE :

Un grand nombre des pompes importantes des centrales nucléaires sont
équipées de garnitures mécaniques. Le bon comportement et la fiabilité des garnitures
mécaniques dépend notamment de la qualité et de la stabilité d'une interface de
plusieurs microns. La vitesse périphérique atteint 50 m/s et la pression 5 MPa. Le
diamètre de l'arbre peut atteindre 200 mm.

Une défaillance des garnitures mécaniques peut arrêter la production
d'électricité ou compromettre la sûreté nucléaire.

En 1970 déjà, et depuis lors, EDF conduit des actions de qualification sur la
plupart des garnitures mécaniques importantes vis-à-vis de la disponibilité ou de la
sûreté.

La qualification des garnitures mécaniques impose trois étapes :

- essais par le fabricant (mise au point) dans les conditions normales,

- essais de qualification (semi industriels) sur banc d'essai à la D.E.R. d'EDF,
d'une durée d'environ 1500 heures, dans les conditions normales, exceptionnelles et
occasionnelles,

- essais de qualification industrielle pendant une année en centrale nucléaire.

n est absolument nécessaire de disposer de plusieurs sources
d'approvisionnement. Une même pompe peut recevoir des garnitures mécaniques d'au
moins deux fournisseurs différents. Il fallait trouver un compromis permettant de
réduire le nombre de fournisseurs à trois.

Trois fournisseurs de haute technologie ont été choisis.

Une procédure de modification cohérente a été développée (mise en place de
dossiers de références).

Pour chaque série de centrales, environ dix types de garnitures mécaniques sont
concernés. Les critères de sélection sont les facteurs de charge importants P, Vg, ou
l'importance vis-à-vis de la sûreté.

Cette approche coûteuse est utile pour EDF. De nombreuses défaillances
fonctionnelles ont été détectées avant l'installation en série des garnitures mécaniques
dans les centrales.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

Many important pumps in the nuclear power plants are equipped with
mechanical seals. The good behaviour and reliability of mechanical seals depend
specially on the quality and the stability of an interface of several microns. Peripheral
speed reaches 50 m/s and pressure 5 MPa, shaft diameter may be 200 mm.

Any failure of the mechanical seals may stop the production of electricity or
may compromise nuclear safety.

As far back as 1970, EDF has conducted qualification actions for the most
important mechanical seals in terms of availability and safety.

A qualification of mechanical seals needs three steps :

- constructor test (tuning) at normal conditions,

-qualification test on test rig at EDF/DER (semi-industrial) at normal,
exceptional and incidental conditions lasting about 1500 h,

- industrial qualification test in nuclear power station over one year.

Several supplying sources are absolutely necessary. Any pump may receive
mechanical seals from at least two different suppliers. A compromise had to be found
to restrict the suppliers' number down to three.

This choice concerned three high technology suppliers.

A consistent modification procedure had been developed (references file
procedure).

For each power plant series, about ten types of mechanical seals are concerned.
The selection criteria are die higher loads factors P, Vg or the safety related
importance.

This expensive approach is useful for EDF, many functional failures have been
detected before the serial mechanical seals installation in the power plants.
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INTRODUCTION

Nuclear P.W.R. (pressurised water reactor) power plants have more than 200
rotodynamic pumps of several types for each plant of 900 or 1300 MWe. Among them,
40 are more than 100 kW. Most of the rotodynamic pumps are equipped with a shaft
sealing system which may be :

- either a gland packing (1/3 of the cases),

- or a mechanical seal (hydrodynamic type, except the particular case of primary
seals of main reactor cooling pumps - not discussed in this paper).

Shaft sealing is very important for material exploitation (failures, security,
maintenance, survey...).

The good performance of shaft sealing systems with mechanical seals depends
on the quality and stability of a few microns width interface. Face sliding velocity may
reach SO m/s, sealing pressure : S MPa, shaft diameter : 200 mm.

Friction faces are made of a soft material (compacted carbon), and of a hard
material (compacted ceramic). Mechanical seals are high precision products. They are a
product of high technology.

Past experience shows that this technology may have the following
characteristics :

- reliable : mechanical seal failures occur seldom,

- very tolerant with regard to running conditions,

- very few running restraints (no running in time necessary),

- high life time : the only wearing parts are the sliding faces, the sliding sleeve
and the semi-dynamic O-ring seal. Several thousand running hours may be reached
without any intervention,

- good efficiency : losses are negligible in mechanical seals,

- low leakage flow rate : about 1 Vh,

- easy installation and maintenance : except in particular cases (due to severe
running conditions), no auxiliary circuits are necessary (in contrast to floating rings, and
even to gland packing).



- smal] space requirement.

All these qualities lead to the use of mechanical seals for all the "critical" sealing
problems. The limit between mechanical seals and gland packing applications is very
difficult to define. The use of mechanical seals tends to increase.

Nevertheless, any sealing system failure may stop electricity production or
compromise nuclear safety. A failure of a mechanical seal is always sudden, in contrast to
gland packing.

Any change in the fabrication (modification of a dimension or of material nature
for example) may modify the behaviour of the mechanical seal.

In order to prevent any uncontrolled evolution of the most important mechanical
seals for safety and availability, E.D.F. developed, as soon as the early 70'S,
qualification process. In addition, E.D.F. has developed a special organisation :

- to follow the behaviour of the qualified mechanical seals,

- to control the possible modifications,

- to avoid any drift in their quality.

STRATEGY OF E.D.F. TO OBTAIN RELIABLE MECHANICAL SEALS

E.D.F is an electricity producer. Its job is not to design mechanical seals or
pumps. To realise its power plants, it buys equipment. In the case of the pumping
groups, E.D.F. buys the pump from a constructor. Mechanical seals are components as
well as shaft bearing, coupling, impellers etc... However, the high technology of
mechanical seals can't accomodate an approximate design or manufacture.

So, E.D.F. has elaborated a specific organisation for those components :

- selection of three suppliers (more particularly based on their design, research,
manufacturing capabilities and after-sales service),

- specification which indicate that any pump may receive mechanical seals issued
from at least two different sources (diversification of the risks),

- qualification by tests of the main mechanical seals,

- qualification by analogy of mechanical seals similar to a qualified one,

- enhancement of the quality assurance. For example, constructors have to
furnish for each seal a control draft

On this draft are noted the mounting dimensions on the pump. They guarantee
the interchangeability between the seals from several suppliers.

Actual dimensions of the wearing parts are also recorded, so the checking of
their wear after a dismantling is possible.

- sensibilisation of every E.D.F. concerned people about sealing problems.



- following of the qualification in the time to ensure the quality assurance.

THE TEST QUALIFICATION PROCEDURE

Qualification of mechanical seals is composed of three main steps :

- constructor tests (tuning step),

- E.D.F. laboratory tests (semi-industrial test, figure 1),

- actual in service tests (industrial step).

AU these tests are made at full scale.

The constructor test last approximately 1000 h at rated and some exceptional
conditions (extreme pressure and temperature). They represent the normal conditions
supported by mechanical seals during previous service.

Mechanical seals undergo an accelerated wear, by increasing the number of starts
and stops.

Leakage flow rate is the main parameter measured during the test
At the end of the test, seals are checked.

Mechanical seals checking consists of :
- a thorough visual examination,
- a wear measurement, and control of surface aspect by comparing to initial state.

If this test is satisfactory, the following test is conducted.

E.D.F. test lasts at least 1500 h. It is more severe than the constructor test.
Seals immediate environment, water quality, and pump running conditions are

well reproduced (example in annex 1).

During the whole test, radial relative vibrations pump rotor/stator are simulated.
Inlet and outlet temperatures sad the leakage flow rate of the mechanical seals are
surveyed permanently.

First part of these tests is a reliability test
It is run at normal running conditions (pressure, temperature, vibrations) with

many starts and stops (80 to 100 per 1000 h). At the end of this first test series, seals are
dismantled and checked.

Second part of these tests is run at exceptional and incidental running conditions.
Exceptional and incidental conditions occur rarely during the whole life of the pump.

Slow shaft axial displacements are reproduced several times during a test. They
represent the differential expansion between rotor and stator.

In case of failure, the pump may behave unusually, especially in respect of
vibration.

A test is run at extreme radial vibration conditions.
Another test is run at extreme speed and pressure conditions (minimum and

maximum).



After these tests, mechanical seals are dismantled and checked.

If all these tests are satisfactory, seals can be mounted on a power plant pump
for an industrial test for a year. At the end of this time period, seals are dismantled and
checked.

After these three rounds of tests, if they are satisfactory, seals are declared
qualified.

QUALIFICATION BY ANALOGY

A qualification procedure by analogy has also been established.

This procedure can be applied when pump running conditions, regarding the
shaft sealing system, are less severe than those applied to a qualified seal.

In this case, the constructor can propose a mechanical seal using the same
technology as the qualified mechanical seal.

In this manner, we avoid long and costly tests.

We generally admit that a mechanical seal qualified for a given temperature T, a
pressure P, and a given P x Vg factor, qualifies any mechanical seal of the same range
which works at :

- T i < T
and

- P i < P
and

- (PVg)1 < PVg

Vg is the sliding speed of the faces, P and T are pressure and temperature of the
fluid.

Material faces must be the same and the cooling circuit must have at least the
same efficiency.

The others parameters to take into account are :

- Tmax of the fluid at the level of the mechanical seal(Tmaxi < Tmax),
- Pmax of the fluid at the level of the mechanical seal (Pmax i < Pmax),
- Pmin of the fluid at the level of the mechanical seal (Pmini > Pmin),
- quality of the fluid has to be equivalent

TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION CONTROL

This does not mean that no modification can be made on this qualified material.
It would be illusive to believe that during the life time (30 or 40 years) of the

nuclear power plant, the design, the materials or the methods of construction don't
advance.

This would deny any technological evolution.

The procedure developped by E.D.F. to result in qualified and reliable
mechanical seals restrains but nevertheless allows technological improvements. These



modifications, before being authorised are subjected to a joint evaluation between E.D.F.
and the constructor. In fact, it is necessary to be sure that they are not harmful, to the
sealing system efficiency.

The control of the technological evolution is mainly based on the "Reference
File".

This reference file is an internal constructor document. It is a warranty for
E.D.F.. All the necessary documents for the qualified mechanical seals definition and
fabrication exist according to the quality assurance proceedings. In addition, any
modification of a document has to be justified.

CONCERNED MATERIAL

For each power plant series, about 10 types of mechanical seals are concerned
with the qualification procedure.

This concerns the important material in term of safety (even if its performances
are low) or having severe running conditions (high sealing pressure, high face sliding
speed).

They are the main pumps of the following circuits :

- feedwater system (APP, main and booster),
- feedwater heaters drain recovery system (ACO),
- auxiliary feedwater system (ASG),
- residual heat removal system (RRA),
- chemical and volume control system (RCV),
- component cooling system (RRI),
- containment spray system (EAS),
- safety injection system (RIS).

FEED BACK

All those arrangements induce a general behaviour improvement of mechanical
seals and a maintenance simplification.

Lifetime is increased (about 20 000 h for the feedwater pumps mechanical seals).
Number of unavailabilities due to mechanical seals is low.
Maintenance is simplified because of decreasing of the number spare parts.
More, use of cartridge mechanical seals (set that can be removed in one part)

minimises the repair time. Thanks to this arrangement maintenance may be carried out
later.

Competition between mechanical seal suppliers is important. It leads to a real
emulation and so, they have enviable references.

CONCLUSION

The introduction and application of such procedures need significant technical
effort and testing equipments, both at E.D.F. and at the constructors.
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This method is expensive but it is very helpful. It permitted the detection of
several misfunctions of mechanical seals before they were installed on production
machines.

These shaft sealing systems are also subject to a follow up in service.
In order to obtain a good feed back which is used when designing new

equipments.

Qualification procedures and follow up in service lead E.D.F. to acquire and
maintain knowledge in the shaft sealing systems field.

In this manner, E.D.F. is able to apprehend any problems and maintain good
technical relations with its suppliers.
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ANNEX 1

SUMMARY OF SPECIFICATION TESTS FOR FEEDWATER
PUMPS MECHANICAL SEALS.

1 - MAIN CHARACTERISTICS :

1-1 Normal conditions :

- rotation speed : 4576 rev/min,
- water temperature : 182 0C,
- water pressure : 27,3 bar,
- sliding speed of the faces (depending of the mechanical seals) : 42 m/s
- P x Vg factor : 1147 bar.m/s.

1-2 - Fluids characteristics :

1-2-1 main water :

- demineralised water : - pH at 250C = 8,8 to 9,5,

- dissolved oxygen : < 8 ppm,
- conductivity : 2 to 4 (iS/cm,
- filtration : up to 500 (im.

1-2-2 cooling circuit :

Each mechanical seal has a cooler. It assumes the role of thermal barrier and
cools the faces.

- demineralised water :
-pH at 250C = 9,5 to 10,
- maximum temperature at the inlet of the circuit : 38°C
- maximum temperature at the outlet of the circuit : 490C,
- maximal difference between the inlet and the outlet : 110C,
- flow for each mechanical seal : 451/min.

2 - PROGRAMME OF THE TESTS :

2 - 1 Running in :

It is done at normal conditions, without stop if possible. Its duration is about
10Oh.

2 - 2 Sealing test of the mechanical seals without rotation :

The rig is stopped and cold, water pressure is increased up to 46 bar. Leakages
are measured.

2 - 3 Leakage flow rate and thermal balance depending on the rotation
speed and the pressure :

This test is made by setting the pressure and increasing the rotation speed step
by step. Measurement is made when the leakage flow rate is stable.
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2 - 4 Reliability test :

This test is 1000 h long with about 80 stops and starts. It is made at normal
conditions.

During this test, vibrations are at middle level seen on the pump :

- radial absolute vibrations : < 15 |im peak to peak,
- radial relative vibrations : < 50 Jim peak to peak,

During this test, three sorts of axial displacements are made :

- 0,5 mm during one second in the side from coupling to the thrust
then back to the initial position. Two series of 25 are separated by a period at normal
conditions. -

- slow displacements (representing differential expansion) :
-1,5 mm during 15 min during the speed increasing from 0 to

4576 rev/min,
- stabilisation at normal speed during 15 min,
- stop,
- back to the initial position during 15 min,
- number of displacements : 20

- quick displacements at significant amplitude at normal speed on each
side of the middle position of the shaft (to verify the good sliding of the mechanical seal
during running) :

- +/-1,2 mm during 2 min,
- number of displacements : 20 separated by a period at normal

conditions during about 15 min.

At the end of this test, 100 h of test will be made at the maximum temperature
authorised for mechanical seals (obtained by decreasing the flow of the cooling water).

2 - 5 Variation of the flow of the cooling water :

The thermal balance of the coolers is established for different values of the speed
rotation and for different values of the cooling water flow. The other parameters are those
of the reliability test.

2 - 6 Dismantling and examination of the mechanical seals :

After these tests, mechanical seal are dismantled to be examined.
Only the O'ring seals are replaced for the following tests.

2 - 7 Special tests :

During 100 h a running in test is made. Then a test as described in § 2 - 2 is
made.

2 - 7 - 1 High radial relative vibrations test :
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During this test the radial relative vibrations are 100 |im peak to peak. The other
conditions of the test are those of the reliability test. The duration of the test is at least SO
h. Then, the test operates at normal conditions.

2 - 7 - 1 Determination of the minimal cooling flow after a stop
when the rig is hot (at normal conditions) :

This test is to verify the good efficiency of the mechanical seals in case of
disturbance with the cooling circuit.

After several hours of test at normal conditions, the rig is stopped. When it
stops, the cooling water flow is reduced to a predetermined value for obtaining the
maximum temperature allowed on the faces. If this temperature can't be obtained, the test
is made again with a new value of the cooling flow rate.

2 - 7 - 2 Dismantling and examination of the mechanical seals :

After these tests, mechanical seals are dismantled to be examined.
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Figure 1 : E.D.F. test rig for feedwater pump mechanical seals.


